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Observing Site Reminders:
Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans!
Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS):
• Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy)
• Turn out your headlights at the gate!
• Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the lefthand side)
• Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to
inform them of any problems)
• Put equipment back neatly when finished
• Last person out:
 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked
 Make sure nothing is left out
The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit 501(c)3
scientific educational organization, and incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may
be copied and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into
any media unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS.
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Monthly
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LQ
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Moon Apogee

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled
Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month.
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Tandy Hills Prairie Sky/Star Party: Astronomy—Community Engagement
After many years at the Fort Worth
Museum of Science & History, the wellattended, monthly public star parties
presented by the Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) have moved to
Tandy Hills Natural Area.
Established in 1949, FWAS is one of the
first adult amateur astronomy clubs
formed in the country and one of the
largest with more than 200 active
members.
Members will have several telescopes
set up at Tandy Hills for viewing the
night sky.
Free & open to the public. All ages welcome. Family/kid-friendly - No dogs Coolers welcome - Steel City Pops will
be on hand
More
details
at
the
NASA
website: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/event-view.cfm?Event_ID=76024
Star party Etiquette: http://www.fortworthastro.com/etiquette.html
WHEN: April 13th Always consult the below site for date changes due to weather.

http://www.tandyhills.org/events/prairie-sky-star-party
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Media Reviews
Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS

Fireside Astronomy:

An Anecdotal Tour Through the History and Lore of Astronomy

I

the Russian equivalent, which is in a desolate part of what
used to be the Soviet Union – in Kazakhstan. There are no
roads, so that everything has to be brought in by rail or air –
even food. Baikonur is totally unlike Cape Canaveral. Even in
the spring, when I was there, it is icy and cold; it is also very
spread out, so that driving from one complex to another
takes considerable time.”

by Patrick Moore

always enjoy reading Patrick Moore's books. He
was a well-known British amateur astronomer for
decades and wrote many books on the subject. Fireside Astronomy is a collection of
more than a hundred short articles and essays on various topics within astronomy over
the course of time. You can hop around from
one article to another at random and enjoy
them all thoroughly. Moore begins the book
with the following: “What I have tried to do is
to entertain you with facts and episodes
which you may not have encountered before.
For example, did you know that there was
once an African republic named after a comet; that a full-scale space search was once
sparked off by a mousetrap; that a prize was
offered less than a century ago to be given to
the first man to establish contact with beings
from another world – excluding Mars, which was too easy; or
that an American professor plans to improve our weather by
blowing up the Moon? I can assure you that all this is true.”

Some truly odd things have happened in professional observatories over the years, and it's fascinating to read about
them. Moore writes: “Did you know that a major telescope
was once put out of action by a fly? It happened in 1984 to
the 26-inch refractor at the Royal Greenwich
Observatory. The fly made its way into the
telescope tube, and died. It then fell on to
the cross-hairs of the sighting eyepiece, and
broke them. Disaster! How was it possible
to extract the fly and then repair the crosshairs, which are usually spider's webs?”
Another mystery began in 1962 when two
French astronomers suddenly detected the
element potassium in the spectrograms of
dwarf stars they were studying, and their
scientific paper caused quite a stir; but no
one else could duplicate their results. The
mystery was solved a few years later when it
was revealed that one of the astronomers
had struck a match in the dome to light his
cigarette, and matches contain potassium. In 1984 three
Canadian astronomers detected unusual flashes of light in
the constellation Aries during a meteor watch, causing great
excitement – until it was discovered that they had detected a
spinning, Earth-orbiting satellite.

Moore discusses various profession- Published by Published by John
al astronomical observatories
Wiley & Sons – 1992
around the world: La Palma, on the
Patrick Moore offers some very useCanary Islands; Mauna Kea, in Haful advice to all amateur astronoISBN 0-471-93164-0
waii; and potentially Antarctica. I
mers about attempting to observe
212 pages
say “potentially” because the Interthe Sun: “Most regrettably, some
national Astronomical Union has
manufacturers of small telescopes
discussed the benefits of placing a permanent observatory at
sell what they call sun-caps, to be used for direct viewing. If
the bottom of the Earth... as well as the hazards. The
you have one of these sun-caps, I recommend that you take
“seeing” would be incredible, because the Antarctic air is
it into the garden, put it on the ground, and hit it very hard
quite transparent and dry. Night is continuous for six months
with a sledge-hammer until it has been reduced to fine,
of every year.
harmless powder.”

One article describes the many differences between Cape
Canaveral in Florida and Russia's manned spacecraft launching complex. “It is not nearly so easy to travel to Baikonur,
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I particularly enjoyed an article about the moons of Mars.
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(Book Review—Continued from page 5)

The author describes not only the descriptions of Deimos
and Phobos, but also a Russian space probe that was designed to actually land on one of them. “It is a curious fact
that although Russian space scientists have had great success with their missions to Venus, they have had no luck at
all with Mars, which should be a much easier target.” Human error accidentally shut off radio contact between the
Phobos probe and ground controllers in August 1988. The
Russians thought there was a chance they might be able to
reestablish contact with it, but in order to do that, they
needed to know precisely its location in the sky. According
to Moore, the Russians quietly asked the staff of the La Silla
Observatory in Chile if they wouldn't mind photographing
that part of the sky, in hopes of locating their lost probe.
The observatory staff agreed, and dutifully pointed their
powerful telescope to the proper region. Unfortunately,
the Phobos probe failed to appear in photographs. It was
never found nor heard from again.

I recall in my childhood reading a comic book about a
“counter-Earth,” a planet in the same orbit as Earth's, but
on the other side of the Sun from us. Therefore it would
always be invisible to us. Moore discusses this, too: “The
idea of a counter-Earth, staying exactly behind the Sun, is
very old; it goes back to Greek times. However, the alignment would not last for long, and would soon be destroyed
by the gravitational pulls of Venus and other planets, so
that counter-Earth would come back into view.”

One of the biggest surprises in the history of astronomy was
the unfortunate collapse of the 300-foot-diameter radio
telescope at the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in
Green Bank, West Virginia in November 1988. After a
lengthy investigation, engineers concluded the collapse was
due to metal fatigue. Moore writes that this discovery led
to careful examination of other radio dishes of similar design (and age) around the world. That antenna has since
been replaced with a more modern design. (Curiously,
though, of all the photographs in this book, there are none
showing the wreckage of the destroyed radio dish.)

The author describes various features on the surface of the
planet Venus, the vast majority of which are officially
named after women. “Venus has mountains, valleys and
craters. Naming is the responsibility of the International
Astronomical Union. Solar System nomenclature should be
international; no names having political, military or religious
significance can be included, and nobody can be honored
unless he (or she) has been dead for at least three years.
“Some of these names are interesting. For example, María Celeste is on the list; she was Galileo's daughter,
and is worthy of inclusion even though the great Italian's
domestic life was somewhat irregular. Nobody will question
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the inclusion of Joliot-Curie; here too is Woolf (Virginia
Woolf, the eccentric British writer), together with Piaf (the
French singer) and Marsh (Ngaio Marsh, the New Zealand
writer of detective stories).
“Women astronomers are now allocated craters:
de Lalalde (France), Scarpellini (Italy), and Simonenko
(Russia). We have, too, craters named after Margaret
Mead, the anthropologist; Pearl Buck, the novelist; Lilian
Hellman, the playwright; Rachel Carson, the environmentalist, and Clare Booth Luce.”

Keep your eye on the planet Saturn this year! It may be due
for an appearance of a large white spot, similar to Jupiter's
ubiquitous Great Red Spot. Many observers have noticed
these white spots, which appear to occur every 29 years –
the length of time it takes Saturn to complete one orbit
around the Sun. Moore discusses Saturnian white spot observations that have been recorded by other astronomers
over the years – even decades.

The weather in England during the return of Halley's Comet
in 1986 was particularly bad, meaning not many people
there got to see it. Moore took part in half a dozen airplane
flights over the clouds to show the comet to passengers,
and he describes it as “a strange experience.” In particular,
“Viewing a faint object such as Halley's Comet through a
thick pane of glass is not easy at the best of times. For the
first few flights the comet was reasonably high up, which
meant that it was above the top of the aircraft window unless the pilot tipped the plane at a crazy angle.” The Moon
interfered with later flights, and then “There was the lady
who was terrified of climbing too high in case we actually
collided with the comet.”

Patrick Moore discusses the unfortunate deaths of some
astronomers. Some died young on the battlefield. Others
have died on the job: one of the most recent was at Kitt
Peak in 1987 when a young astronomer was accidentally
crushed by a door. Another astronomer at Siding Spring
Observatory in Australia slipped through a gap in the railing
one night and fell 20 feet to the ground; he was not seriously hurt, but the site of his accident has since been prominently marked.

Perhaps the most unusual article in Fireside Astronomy concerns the strange markings that naturally occurred on some
chicken eggs in England during the most recent appearance
of Halley's Comet. This had happened before: a contest had
taken place in 1910 to find a real hen's egg with naturally
occurring stellar markings, and Moore writes, “I was illadvised to mention the affair during a television broadcast,
and, predictably, I started to receive pictures of eggs. When
the total passed the 50 mark I began to feel rather overwhelmed, particularly when actual eggs started to arrive
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(Book Review—Continued from page 6)

Fireside Astronomy includes many photographs, both black
& white and color. Many were taken with the Hubble Space
Telescope and from space probes. One image is an excellent photograph of Antarctica, taken by the Galileo space
probe as it streamed past Earth on its way to Jupiter.
Moore writes entertainingly, and the reader can tell he enjoyed his hobby thoroughly and loved to tell others about it.
Recommended!

The End

e

If you have an idea for an article, have astronomical related photos or an astronomy project you’ve done, and you’d like to share or want to contribute to the newsletter in any other way, please contact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com or through the club’s
Yahoo! eGroup forum.
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CELESTIAL EVENTS THIS MONTH
Apr

01

Mo

Venus: 34.6° W

01

Mo

23:17

Moon-Venus: 3° N

02

Tu

18:01

Moon-Mercury: 4° N

05

Fr

03:50

New Moon

09

Tu

01:40

Moon-Mars: 5° N

09

Tu

10:43

Moon-Aldebaran: 2.2° S

11

Th

13:59

Mercury Elongation: 27.7° W

11

Th

18:59

Moon North Dec.: 22° N

12

Fr

13:08

Moon Ascending Node

12

Fr

14:06

First Quarter

13

Sa

15:12

Moon-Beehive: 0.2° N

14

Su

19:08

Mars-Aldebaran: 6.5° N

15

Mo

03:22

Moon-Regulus: 2.7° S

16

Tu

13:03

Mercury-Venus: 4.3° N

16

Tu

17:02

Moon Perigee: 364200 km

19

Fr

06:12

Full Moon

22

Mo

18:58

Lyrid Shower: ZHR = 20

22

Mo

19:06

Uranus Conjunction

23

Tu

06:36

Moon-Jupiter: 1.8° S

24

We

16:22

Moon South Dec.: 22.1° S

25

Th

09:38

Moon-Saturn: 0.4° N

25

Th

10:02

Moon Descending Node

26

Fr

17:18

Last Quarter

28

Su

13:20

Moon Apogee: 404600 km

Data Source: NASA SKYCAL - SKY EVENTS CALENDAR
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Constellation of The Month
Constellation Leo

Leo /ˈliːoʊ/ is one of the constellations of the zodiac, lying between Cancer the crab to the west and Virgo the maiden to the
east. Its name is Latin for lion, and to the ancient Greeks represented the Nemean Lion killed by the mythical Greek hero Heracles meaning 'Glory of Hera' (known to the ancient Romans as Hercules) as one of his twelve labors. Its symbol is
(Unicode
♌). One of the 48 constellations described by the 2nd-century astronomer Ptolemy, Leo remains one of the 88 modern constellations today, and one of the most easily recognizable due to its many bright stars and a distinctive shape that is reminiscent of
the crouching lion it depicts. The lion's mane and shoulders also form an asterism known as "The Sickle," which to modern observers may resemble a backwards "question mark."
Leo contains many bright galaxies; Messier 65, Messier 66, Messier 95, Messier 97, Messier 105, and NGC 3628 are the most
famous, the first two being part of the Leo Triplet.
The Leo Ring, a cloud of hydrogen, helium gas, is found in orbit of two galaxies found within this constellation.
M66 is a spiral galaxy that is part of the Leo Triplet, whose other two members are M65 and NGC 3628. It is at a distance of 37
million light-years and has a somewhat distorted shape due to gravitational interactions with the other members of the Triplet,
which are pulling stars away from M66. Eventually, the outermost stars may form a dwarf galaxy orbiting M66. [5] Both M65 and
M66 are visible in large binoculars or small telescopes, but their concentrated nuclei and elongation are only visible in large
amateur instruments.[1]
M95 and M96 are both spiral galaxies 20 million light-years from Earth. Though they are visible as fuzzy objects in small telescopes, their structure is only visible in larger instruments. M95 is a barred spiral galaxy. M105 is about a degree away from the
M95/M96 pair; it is an elliptical galaxy of the 9th magnitude, also about 20 million light-years from Earth.[1]
NGC 2903 is a barred spiral galaxy discovered by William Herschel in 1784. It is very similar in size and shape to the Milky Way
and is located 25 million light-years from Earth. In its core, NGC 2903 has many "hotspots", which have been found to be near
regions of star formation. The star formation in this region is thought to be due to the presence of the dusty bar, which sends
shock waves through its rotation to an area with a diameter of 2,000 light-years. The outskirts of the galaxy have many young
open clusters.[5]
Leo is also home to some of the largest structures in the observable universe. Some of the structures found in the constellation
are the Clowes–Campusano LQG, U1.11, U1.54, and the Huge-LQG, which are all large quasar groups; the latter being the second largest structure known[6] (see also NQ2-NQ4 GRB overdensity).

e
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Leo is commonly represented as if the sickle-shaped asterism of stars is the back of the Lion's head. The sickle is marked by six stars: Epsilon Leonis, Mu Leonis, Zeta Leonis, Gamma
Leonis, Eta Leonis, and Alpha Leonis. The lion's tail is marked by Beta Leonis (Denebola) and
the rest of his body is delineated by Delta Leonis and Theta Leonis.[7]

H.A. Rey has suggested an alternative way to connect the stars, which graphically shows a
lion walking. The stars delta Leonis, gamma Leonis, eta Leonis, and theta Leonis form the
body of the lion, with gamma Leonis being of the second magnitude and delta Leonis and
theta Leonis being of the third magnitude. The stars gamma Leonis, zeta Leonis, mu Leonis,
epsilon Leonis, and eta Leonis form the lion's neck, with epsilon Leonis being of the third
magnitude. The stars mu Leonis, kappa Leonis, lambda Leonis, and epsilon Leonis form the
head of the lion. Delta Leonis and beta Leonis form the lion's tail: beta Leonis, also known as
Denebola, is the bright tip of the tail with a magnitude of two. The stars theta Leonis, iota
Leonis, and sigma Leonis form the left hind leg of the lion, with sigma Leonis being the foot.
The stars theta Leonis and rho Leonis form the right hind leg, with rho Leonis being the foot.
The stars eta Leonis and Alpha Leonis mark the lion's heart, with alpha Leonis, also known
as Regulus, being the bright star of magnitude one. The stars eta Leonis and omicron Leonis
form the right front foot of the Lion.[13]

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Galaxy Groups & Clusters Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Introduction
Welcome to the Astronomical League's Galaxy Groups and Clusters
Observing Program. This program of 250 galaxy groups and clusters
is designed for detailed visual and/or CCD observation.
For many, the challenge will be to see these galaxy clusters with
their own eyes. Most of the galaxy groups and clusters of
this observing program are visually accessible with a 12.5" telescope, although there are individual galaxies in some of the groups
that are beyond almost all amateur observers. Although this Observing Program accomodates CCD cameras and imagers, you don't
need a CCD camera to complete this Observing Program. You will
be able to see at least some galaxies in all of the groups.
There are several rewards for undertaking this program, no matter
which method you choose. Subtle visual detection will reward you
with the thrilling experience of viewing extremely distant objects at
the very edge of visibility. In a CCD image, this same cluster may be
a very beautiful cloud of galaxies and their dim clouds of globular
clusters.

e

Learning to identify star fields is important even with a computer
driven telescope. An observer must match the galaxies with their
map coordinates. Many of the clusters in this program's catalog are
dim and difficult objet to find, requiring the observer to star hop
and use averted vision.
To obtain your certificate and pin for this Observing rogram, purchase the Observe Galaxy Groups and Cluster observing
guide from the AL Bookstore specifically written to support this observing program.
This guide is for amateur astronomers wanting to view and/or image galaxy groups and cluster visible in amateur
telescopes. It contains a variety of associations from small compact groups, to larger, less compact groups (in
some cases not well isolated from other nearby galaxies). Due to the nature of these complex objects, it is impossible to set a definite magnitude limit for this guide. In this sense, the challenge is open ended. Try to observer as
many galaxies as you can in each case and don't be afraid to push your limits. You may be surprised to find that
seemingly impossible faint objects will often yield to persistent scrutiny.
This guide includes a brief overview of some of the most popular atlases to assist you with their use and content.
You will also find a variety of helpful observing hints, techniques, coordinates, data and technical information.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Galaxy Groups & Clusters Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Rules and Regulations
There are two categories of search methods for this program,
Manual and Device-Aided. To be considered for the Manual certificate, ALL of the objects must be observed manually. A space is
provided on the Submittal Form to indicate your search method.
Manual infers that the observer hand-guides the telescope to the
object. The observer uses his/her eye to see through the telescope
to navigate to the object. Device-Aided infers the observer uses
manual or digital setting circles, computer devices or other automatic aids in locating the object.
There are also two types of observing techniques, visual and imaging. Visual infers that the object is observed with the eye through
the optics of the telescope. Imaging infers observations are obtained using astrophotography or CCD techniques.
To qualify for the AL's Galaxy Groups & Clusters certificate and pin,
you need only be a member of the Astronomical League, either
through an affiliated club or as a Member at Large. If you are not a
member now, click here to view information on becoming a member.
Of the 250 objects listed in the Galaxy Groups & Clusters Guide,
you must observe 120 objects: 1) 30 Galaxy Trios; 2) 30 Hickson compact galaxy groups; 3) 30 Additional Galaxy Groups; and 4)
30 Abell galaxy clusters. Record your observations on the form provided in the guide.
Write object descriptions that will include at a minimum:

e

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date and Time (local time or Universal Time)
Site (name site and include latitude, longitude and elevation)
Seeing (describe on a scale; indicate which scale you are using)
Transparency (give naked eye limiting magnitude or specify an alternate scale)
Averted vision level if applicable (rate according to an averted vision scale)
Instrument (include information on telescope, eyepieces, CCD cameras or other instrumentation)
Description, in your own words, of the group and individual galaxies as appropriate (in many cases you will probably only
see a very faint smudge).
Complete an index by putting the page number of your descriptions next to the groups and clusters on the list. The check-off
and date columns are for your own use.

e
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Al Observing Club
Highlight Of The Month
Galaxy Groups & Clusters Observing Program
Observing Experience LEVEL
Advanced

Submitting for Certification
To receive your Galaxy Groups & Clusters certificate and pin, complete the Submission form (found in the Guide, or equivalent)and
submit with a COPY of your observations to the Galaxy Groups
and Clusters Observing Program Coordinator.
Be sure to include: your name, mailing address, email address,
phone number, society affiliation, and to whom the certification
should be sent.

Galaxy Groups and Clusters Program Coordinator:
Dareth Murray
5718 SE Harlow Street
Milwaukie, OR 97222
E-mail:darethlee@comcast.net

Upon verification of your observations, your certificate and award pin will
be sent to you or your society's Awards Co-ordinator, whomever you choose.
LINKS
Find Your Galaxy Groups and Clusters Program Award

e

e
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only
Data Source: Heavens Above

Date

Brightness
(mag)

Start

Time

Alt.

Highest point

Az.

Time

Alt.

Az.

End

Time

Alt.

Pass
type
Az.

04 Apr

-1.2

21:42:07

10°

N

21:43:10

15°

N

21:43:10

15°

N

visible

05 Apr
05 Apr

-1.3
-0.3

20:52:29
22:27:10

10°
10°

N
NW

20:53:30
22:27:20

11°
11°

NNE
NW

20:54:31
22:27:20

10°
11°

NE
NW

visible
visible

06 Apr

-2.5

21:36:32

10°

NNW

21:38:47

33°

N

21:38:47

33°

N

visible

07 Apr

-2.3

20:46:08

10°

NNW

20:48:52

23°

NE

20:50:18

18°

ENE

visible

07 Apr

-0.5

22:22:37

10°

WNW

22:23:04

13°

WNW

22:23:04

13°

WNW

visible

08 Apr

-3.3

21:31:29

10°

NW

21:34:39

54°

SW

21:34:39

54°

SW

visible

09 Apr

-3.8

20:40:41

10°

NW

20:43:58

66°

NE

20:46:19

17°

SE

visible

10 Apr

-1.4

21:27:15

10°

W

21:29:29

17°

SW

21:30:52

14°

SSW

visible

11 Apr

-2.4

20:35:46

10°

WNW

20:38:49

35°

SW

20:41:51

10°

SSE

visible

13 Apr

-0.8

20:32:15

10°

WSW

20:33:28

12°

SW

20:34:41

10°

SSW

visible

24 Apr

-1.3

06:16:40

10°

S

06:19:03

19°

SE

06:21:26

10°

E

visible

26 Apr

-3.4

06:10:13

10°

SW

06:13:27

60°

SE

06:16:43

10°

NE

visible

27 Apr

-2.1

05:21:10

20°

S

05:22:34

27°

SE

05:25:24

10°

ENE

visible

28 Apr

-0.9

04:32:27

12°

ESE

04:32:27

12°

ESE

04:33:21

10°

E

visible

28 Apr

-3.1

06:05:12

12°

WSW

06:07:59

41°

NW

06:11:08

10°

NNE

visible

29 Apr
30 Apr
30 Apr

-3.9
-1.6
-1.7

05:16:22
04:27:27
06:00:24

58°
24°
10°

SW
ENE
WNW

05:16:57
04:27:27
06:02:40

89°
24°
17°

NW
ENE
NW

05:20:15
04:29:06
06:04:56

10°
10°
10°

NE
ENE
N

visible
visible
visible

NOTE: NO bright ISS passes visible in the DFW area, for dates not listed.
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April Sky Chart
Fort Worth, TX (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)

Chart displayed is for April 15, 2019 @ 2400 Local Time
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First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility

Data source: https://www.calsky.com

Data source: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2017.html
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LOCAL SUNRISE
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Data and Image Sources: www.calsky.com
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Club Meeting Minutes— March 19th ,2019
Pam Klich, Secretary
The meeting was called to order by Chris Mlodnicki,
President.
66 members and visitors were in attendance.
Chris welcomed everyone and recognized visitors and
new members. Chris also reviewed the club mission
statement, the dark sky sites, upcoming star parties and
outreach, and upcoming astronomical events.

The open positions are:
-President
-Vice President
-Treasurer
-Secretary
-Board Member 1
-Board Member 2
3RF – The annual 3RF event is scheduled for July 5-7.
Messier Marathon and Picnic – the annual Messier
Marathon is scheduled for Saturday, 3/30/19 at the
Thomsen site. Chris will bring the Celestron.

General Session
Night Sky Network Pins – In recognition of the club’s
activity on the Night Sky Network, NSN provided 3 NSN
pins to the club. Chris M. presented the pins to David
Bergman, Patrick McMahon and Pam Kloepfer in honor
of their club participation.
2024 Eclipse Letters - Chris Mlodnicki is initiating a letter
writing campaign with details about the 2024 eclipse. He
is targeting city managers, cities, libraries and school districts which are in the North Texas path of the eclipse.
Dinosaur Valley State Park – Chris Hill, the park Assistant Superintendant, spoke to the club about the park
management’s interest in setting up an observatory.
Chris proposed that FWAS partner with the park to assist
with planning for an astronomical setup. Their focus is
on dark sky conservation, setting up a site, setting up
scopes, and conducting star parties.

April Meeting - the April general meeting presentation
will be focused on the FWAS land acquisition. Each of
the people who have looked at land on behalf of the club
can share what they found. See the checklist, created by
the board, at the end of this document. The goal is to
bring the membership up to speed on the land purchase
process and get feedback.
Club Marketing - The board proposed that the club provide information to visitors at star party events. This
might include the following:
-business cards
-stickers, ex: “I saw Saturn!”
-copies of newsletters
-FWAS stickers (check with club to see who may be storing these on behalf of the club)
-sky charts with FWAS info
-Messier challenges

Meteorites – Chris M gave updates about the club meteorite inventory used for star parties and the general meet- Prime Focus Newsletter – George Lutch is the editor.
Please send articles and pictures.
ing raffles.
Presentation – Ken Ruffin gave the night’s presentation.
He is an advisor to the National Space Society. The
presentation was titled “National Space Society
Roadmap to Space Settlement. More information can be
found at space.nss.org. Ken reviewed 31 milestones
needed to achieve space settlement. These included
such items as reducing launch costs to orbit, continuous
human occupancy in low earth orbit, establishment of
space commerce by private companies and the setup of
a space bases solar power system.

Treasurer Report – Laura Cowles presented
145 active members
Checking account balance is $4,469
Savings account balance is $45,920

Meeting Adjourned.
Submitted by Pam Klich, Secretary

Business Session
2019 Elections – coming up in June. Plesae consider
running for one of the open positions, or consider who
you might nominate for a position.
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Board Meeting Minutes— March 12th, 2019
Pam Klich, Secretary
Attendees: Chris Mlodnicki, Fred Klich, John McCrea,
Larry Barker, Laura Cowles, Pam Klich, Pam Kloepfer,
Patrick McMahon, Phil Stage, Robin Pond

Chris Mlodnicki called the meeting to order.

end of this document for Bylaw information regarding
elections of executives and board members. Note: A
nominating committee, established in April by the Executive Board, will present nominations of eligible candidates
at the May general meeting.
-President - Chris Mlodnicki, elected 2018
-Vice President - Fred Klich, elected 2017
-Treasurer - Laura Cowles, elected 2017

Discussion Topics

-Secretary - Pam Klich, elected 2016

Night Sky Network – NSN provided 3 pins to Chris.
These will be presented to 3 members for their contributions to the club: David Bergman, Patrick McMahon,
Pam Kloepfer.

-Board Member - John McCrea, elected 2017
-Board Member - Pam Kloepfer, elected 2017
-Board Member - Phil Stage, elected 2018
-Board Member - Robin Pond, elected 2018

Eclipse Letter – Chris is drafting a letter to send to cities
which are located in the nearby Texas path of the 2024
eclipse. The intent is for the club to help cities understand and prepare for the event.
Meteorites – Chris acquired more meteorites to be used
as part of the FWAS star parties and raffle prizes.

Hold Harmless and Code of Conduct – 44 active members do not have a signature on file. Will send emails
with the eSignature links to the people without signatures.
Treasurer Report –

145 active members
Land Review – Fred Klich proposed that the April general meeting presentation be focused on the FWAS land
acquisition. Each of the people who have looked at land
on behalf of the club can share what they found. See the
checklist, created by the board, at the end of this document. The goal is to bring the membership up to speed
on the land purchase process and get feedback.

Checking account balance is $4,469
Savings account balance is $45,920
The meeting was adjourned.
Submitted by Pam Klich, Secretary.

Club Marketing - Robin Pond proposed that the club
provide information to visitors at star party events. This
might include the following:
-business cards (need to order more cards)

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

-stickers, ex: “I saw Saturn!”
-copies of newsletters

-FWAS stickers (check with club to see who may be storing these on behalf of the club)
-sky charts with FWAS info
-Messier challenges
Messier Marathon – The marathon is scheduled for
3/30/19 at the Thomsen site. This will include a picnic.
2019 Elections – coming up in June. Need to confirm
terms of office for the board members below. See the
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Board Meeting Minutes— March 12th, 2019
Pam Klich, Secretary
Land Purchase Checklist:

Secretary

Full Address, city, county

Section IX: Terms of Office

General Location

1. All officer and committee positions are for a one-year

Description of Land

term from July 1st to June 30th of each year, except as
otherwise designated by the Executive Board.

Neighbors

2. Two Open Director positions are for two-year terms

Property dimensions

beginning July 1st of odd numbered years.

Distance from Ft Worth

3. Two Open Director positions are for two-year terms

"Road access, type, conditions"

beginning July 1st of even numbered years.

Photos

4. The Person of Record position is for a ten-year term
beginning July 1st of the year of their election.

Maps

5. No person can hold the same elected office or com-

Asking Price

mittee position for more than two (2) consecutive years,
except the position of Treasurer.

Taxes

The Treasurer will hold the office for no more than
five (5) consecutive terms (5 years).

Insurance
Existing Structures
Electricity status

Section X: Election Procedures

Water

1. The elected positions governed by this method will

Sewer

be all members of the Executive Board.

Light levels

2. A nominating committee, established in April by the

Who visited

Executive Board, will present nominations of eligible candidates at the May general meeting.

Property Contact Name

3. Elections will be held at the June general meeting.

Realtor

4. Nominations from the General Membership will be

Date Visited

accepted at any time prior to the June election.

5. Methodology
Section I: Composition of the Executive Board:
The composition of the Executive Board shall be made
up of:

1. The Officers of FWAS; and

a. The vote will be by a show of hands for an uncontested position.

b. For a contested position, the candidates for that position will leave the room .

2. Four Open Directors; and

C. The President will appoint multiple members to count
the votes.

A “Person of Record”.

Section IV: Officers
The Officers of FWAS’ Executive Board shall consist of a:

D. If no one candidate receives a majority of the votes,
the two candidates with the most votes will be voted on in
a run-off election to be held the same day as the regular
election.

1. President,
2. Vice President
3. Treasurer
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FWAS Club
Fundraiser
FWAS is still asking for donations to raise
the $3000 to cover the costs of purchasing
our new Lunt LS60THa solar telescope and
an iOptron ZEQ25 GT mount. We have already used this at some outreach and educational events, and
it was a hit!
Donations are tax
deductible. We are a
501(c)3
non-profit
organization dedicated to educating and
sparking the interest
in Astronomy and
Space in the public.
If you would like to
help us recoup this
expense, it’s still not
too late. You can still
donate. Please click
the button below or
go to the URL shown
at the bottom. Any
amount is welcome
and greatly appreciated.

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy the same wide
selection of products, low prices, and convenient shopping features as on Amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile at
smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to the charitable organizations
selected by customers.
To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select
Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your
charity upon log-in. For more information visit org.amazon.com. The site will remember
your charity automatically when you visit
AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already an
Amazon.com user, you can use the same account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. You
must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time you
shop in order for your purchases to count towards a donation to your charitable organization. If you do not have an Amazon account,
signing up is free!

http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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Newsletter:
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly.
Letters to the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve
taken, personal equipment reviews, or just about anything
you would like to have included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com
Meetings:
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month
at the UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education
Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth.
Guests and visitors are always welcome.
Outreach:
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for
FWAS to attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com
FWAS Annual Dues:
$60 for adults / families & households
$50 for adults (individual)
$30.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to:
Fort Worth Astronomical Society

See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info:
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com

That’s a Fact!

Only half a billionth of
the energy released by
the Sun reaches Earth.
Source

Seen a Fireball Lately?
Report it to the
American Meteor Society (AMS)
Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/
and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the
top of the page and you will see the link to report a fireball. They will ask you several questions in a web questionnaire and your observations will be added to the
other witnesses for the same event. These will be compiled and analyzed to determine the location and direction from which the object entered the atmosphere.

Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor
meeting, or checks can be mailed in the traditional way.
Members should check the eGroup for the latest postal
mailing address listed by the Secretary/Treasurer.

April

Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals
only) can be made through our PayPal link (private link is on
the club’s Yahoo eGroup – no PayPal account required).

“Full Pink Moon”

Discount Magazine Subscriptions:
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory) magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through our association with the NASA Night Sky
Network and the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. The
link can be found on the club’s Yahoo eGroup. (Members
Only)
Astronomical League Membership:
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in
the Astronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing certificates through the AL observing clubs.
You also receive their quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac

This full Moon heralded the appearance of the
moss pink, or wild ground phlox—one of the first
spring flowers. It has also been called the
Sprouting Grass Moon, the Egg Moon, and the
Fish Moon.

e
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General Announcments

J

erry Gardner will be having an imaging workshop May 30th thru June 2nd of
2019. Anyone who is just beginning their journey thru Astrophotography who
would like to up their game would benefit from Jerry’s workshop. If interested
you can find out more at the following URL.
http://www.theconstellationranch.com/services3.htm

M42 photo taken by Robert Cargill using a Orion 80mm on an iOptron 45 and ZWO
ASI071MC Pro Cooled.

